High-performance brain-to-text communication via imagined handwriting
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Summary: Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) can restore communication to people who have lost the ability to move or speak. To date, a major focus of BCI research has been on restoring gross motor skills, such as reaching and grasping1–5 or point-and-click typing with a 2D computer cursor6,7. However, rapid sequences of highly dexterous behaviors, such as handwriting or touch typing, might enable faster communication rates. Here, we demonstrate an intracortical BCI that can decode imagined handwriting movements from neural activity in motor cortex and translate it to text in real-time, using a novel recurrent neural network decoding approach. With this BCI, our study participant (whose hand was paralyzed) achieved typing speeds that exceed those of any other BCI yet reported: 90 characters per minute at >99% accuracy with a general-purpose autocorrect. These speeds are comparable to able-bodied smartphone typing speeds in our participant’s age group (115 characters per minute)8 and significantly close the gap between BCI-enabled typing and able-bodied typing rates. Finally, new theoretical considerations explain why temporally complex movements, such as handwriting, may be fundamentally easier to decode than point-to-point movements. Our results open a new approach for BCIs and demonstrate the feasibility of accurately decoding rapid, dexterous movements years after paralysis.

Results

Prior BCI studies have shown that the motor intention for gross motor skills, such as reaching, grasping or moving a computer cursor, remains neurally encoded in motor cortex after paralysis1–7. However, it is still unknown whether the neural representation for a rapid and highly-dexterous motor skill, such as handwriting, also remains intact. We tested this by recording neural activity from two microelectrode arrays in the hand “knob” area of precentral gyrus9,10 while our study participant, T5, attempted to handwrite individual letters and symbols (Fig. 1A). T5 has a high-level spinal cord injury and was paralyzed from the neck down. We
instructed T5 to “attempt” to write as if his hand was not paralyzed (while imagining that he was holding a pen on a piece of ruled paper).

We used principal components analysis to reduce the recorded neural activity (multiunit threshold crossing rates) to the top 3 dimensions containing the most variance (Fig. 1B). The neural activity appeared to be strong and repeatable, although the timing of its peaks and valleys varied across trials (potentially due to fluctuations in writing speed). We used a time-alignment technique to remove temporal variability\textsuperscript{11}, revealing remarkably consistent underlying patterns of neural activity that are unique to each character (Fig. 1C). To see if the neural activity encoded the pen movements needed to draw each character’s shape, we attempted to reconstruct each character by linearly decoding pen tip velocity from the neural activity (Fig. 1D). Readily recognizable letter shapes confirm that pen tip velocity is robustly encoded. Finally, we used a nonlinear dimensionality reduction method (t-SNE) to produce a 2-dimensional visualization of each trial’s neural activity recorded after the “go” cue was given (Fig. 1E). The t-SNE visualization revealed tight clusters of neural activity for each character and a predominantly motoric encoding (where characters that are written similarly are closer together). Using a k-nearest neighbor classifier applied to the neural activity, we could classify the characters with 94.1\% accuracy (chance level = 3.2\%). Taken together, these results suggest that, even years after paralysis, the neural representation of handwriting in motor cortex is likely strong enough to be useful for a BCI.
Figure 1. Robust neural encoding of attempted handwriting. (A) Participant T5 attempted to handwrite each character one at a time, following the instructions given on a computer screen (lower panels depict what is shown on the screen, following the timeline). (B) Neural activity in the top 3 principal components (PCs) is shown for three example letters (d, e and m) and 27 repetitions of each letter (“trials”). The color scale was normalized within each panel separately for visualization. (C) Time-warping the neural activity to remove trial-to-trial changes in writing speed reveals consistent patterns of activity unique to each letter. In the inset above C, example time-warping functions are shown for the letter “m”, and lie relatively close to the identity line (each trial’s warping function is plotted with a differently colored line). (D) Decoded pen trajectories are shown for all 31 tested characters: 26 lower-case letters, commas, apostrophes, question marks, tildes (‘) and greater-than signs (>). Intended 2D pen tip velocity was linearly decoded from the neural activity using cross-validation (each character was held out). The decoded velocity was then averaged across trials and integrated to compute the pen trajectory (orange circles denote the start of the trajectory). (E) A 2-dimensional visualization of the neural activity made using t-SNE. Each circle is a single trial (27 trials for each of 31 characters).

Next, we tested whether we could decode complete handwritten sentences in real-time, thus enabling someone with paralysis to communicate by attempting to handwrite their intended
message. To do so, we developed specialized methods to train a recurrent neural network (RNN) to convert the neural activity into probabilities describing the likelihood of each character being written at each moment in time (Fig. 2A, SFig. 1). These probabilities could either be thresholded in a simple way to emit discrete characters, which we did for real-time decoding (Fig. 2A “Raw Output”), or processed more extensively by a language model to simulate an autocorrect feature, which we applied retrospectively (Fig. 2A “Retrospective Output from a Language Model”). We used the limited set of 31 characters shown in Fig. 1D, consisting of the 26 lower case letters of the alphabet, commas, apostrophes, question marks, periods (written by T5 as ‘~’) and spaces (written by T5 as ‘>’).

To collect training data for the RNN, we recorded neural activity while T5 attempted to handwrite complete sentences at his own pace. A computer monitor instructed T5 which sentences to write and when to begin writing. Prior to the first day of real-time use described here, we collected a total of 242 sentences across 3 days that were combined to train the RNN (sentences were selected from the British National Corpus). After each new day of decoder evaluation, that day’s data was cumulatively added to the training dataset for the next day (yielding a total of 572 sentences by the last day). To train the RNN, we adapted neural network methods in automatic speech recognition\textsuperscript{12–15} to overcome two key challenges: (1) the time that each letter was written in the training data was unknown (since T5’s hand didn’t move), making it challenging to apply supervised learning techniques, and (2) the dataset was limited in size compared to typical RNN datasets, making it difficult to prevent overfitting to the training data (see Methods, Supplemental Methods, SFigs. 2-3).

We evaluated the RNN’s performance over a series of 5 days, each day containing 4 evaluation blocks of 7-10 sentences that the RNN was never trained on (thus ensuring that the RNN could not have overfit to those sentences). T5 copied each sentence from an onscreen prompt, attempting to handwrite it letter by letter, while the decoded characters appeared on the screen in real-time as they were detected by the RNN (SVideo 1, Table S2). Characters appeared after they were completed by T5 with a short delay (estimated to be between 0.4-0.7 seconds, see Methods). The decoded sentences were quite legible (Fig. 2B, “Raw Output”). Importantly, typing rates were high, plateauing at 90 characters per minute with a 5.4% character error rate (Fig. 2C, average of red circles). When a language model was used to autocorrect errors, error rates decreased considerably (Fig. 2C, open squares below filled circles; Table 1). The word error rate fell to 3.4% averaged across all days, which is comparable to state-of-the-art speech recognition systems (e.g. 4-5% \textsuperscript{15,16}), putting it well within the range of usability. Finally, to probe the limits of possible decoding performance, we retrospectively trained a new RNN using all available sentences to process the entire sentence in a non-causal way (comparable to other BCI studies \textsuperscript{17,18}). In this regime, accuracy was extremely high (0.17% character error rate averaged across all sentences), indicating a high potential ceiling of performance.
Figure 2. Neural decoding of attempted handwriting in real-time. (A) Diagram of our decoding algorithm. First, the neural activity (multiunit threshold crossings) is temporally binned (20 ms bins) and smoothed on each electrode. Then, a recurrent neural network (RNN) converts this neural population time series \( (x_t) \) into a probability time series \( (p_t) \) describing the likelihood of each character and the probability of any new character beginning. The RNN has a one second output delay \( (d) \) so that it has time to observe the full character before deciding its identity. Finally, the character probabilities were thresholded to produce “Raw Output” for real-time use (when the “new character” probability crossed a threshold at time \( t \), the most likely character at time \( t+0.3 \) was emitted). In an offline retrospective analysis, the character probabilities were combined with a large-vocabulary language model to decode the most likely text that the participant wrote (we used a custom 50,000-word bigram model). (B) Two real-time example trials are shown, demonstrating the RNN’s ability to decode readily understandable text on sentences it was never trained on. Errors are highlighted in red and spaces are denoted with “>”. (C) Error rates (edit distances) and typing speeds are shown for five days, with four blocks of 7-10 sentences each (each block indicated with a single circle). The speed is more than double that of the next fastest intracortical BCI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Character Error Rate (%)</th>
<th>Word Error Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[95% CI]</td>
<td>[95% CI]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw Online Output</td>
<td>5.9 [5.3, 6.5]</td>
<td>25.1 [22.5, 27.4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Output + Language Model</td>
<td>0.89 [0.61, 1.2]</td>
<td>3.4 [2.5, 4.4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offline Bidirectional + Language Model</td>
<td>0.17 [0.0, 0.36]</td>
<td>1.5 [0, 3.2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Mean character and word error rates (with 95% CIs) for the handwriting BCI across all 5 days. “Raw Online Output” is what was decoded online (in real-time). “Online Output + Language Model” was obtained by applying a language model retrospectively to what was decoded online. “Offline Bidirectional + Language Model” was obtained by retraining a bidirectional (acausal) decoder offline using all available data, in addition to applying a
language model. Confidence intervals (CIs) were computed with the bootstrap percentile method (resampling over trials 10,000 times).

Next, to evaluate performance in a less restrained setting, we collected two days of data in which T5 used the BCI to freely type answers to open-ended questions (Video 2, Table S3). The results confirm that high performance can also be achieved when the user writes self-generated sentences as opposed to copying on-screen prompts (73.8 characters per minute with an 8.54% character error rate in real-time, 2.25% with a language model). The prior state-of-the-art for free typing in intracortical BCIs is 24.4 correct characters per minute.

To our knowledge, 90 characters per minute is the highest typing rate yet reported for any type of BCI (see Discussion). For intracortical BCIs, the highest performing method has been point-and-click typing with a 2D computer cursor, peaking at 40 characters per minute (see Video 3 for a direct comparison). How is it that handwriting movements could be decoded more than twice as fast, with similar levels of accuracy? We theorize that point-to-point movements may be harder to distinguish from each other than handwritten letters, since letters have more variety in their spatiotemporal patterns of neural activity than do straight-line movements. To test this theory, we analyzed the spatiotemporal patterns of neural activity associated with 16 straight-line movements and 16 letters that required no lifting of the pen off the page, both performed by T5 with attempted handwriting (Fig. 3A-B).

First, we analyzed the pairwise Euclidean distances between each neural activity pattern. We found that the nearest-neighbor distances for each movement were almost twice as large for characters as compared to straight lines (72% larger), making it less likely for a decoder to confuse two nearby characters (Fig. 3C). To confirm this, we simulated the classification accuracy for each set of movements as a function of neural noise (Fig. 3D; see Methods), demonstrating that characters are easier to classify than straight lines. Note that classification accuracy begins to decrease significantly when the standard deviation of the noise is around one quarter that of the nearest neighbor distances (at this size, the clouds of noise around each point begin to intersect, resulting in decoding errors).

To gain insight into what might be responsible for the relative increase in nearest neighbor distances for characters, we examined the spatial and temporal dimensionality of the neural patterns. Spatial and temporal dimensionality were quantified using the participation ratio (PR), which quantifies approximately how many spatial or temporal axes are required to explain 80% of the variance in the neural activity patterns. We found that the spatial dimensionality was similar for straight-lines and characters (Fig. 3E), but that the temporal dimensionality was more than twice as large for characters, suggesting that the increased variety of temporal patterns in letter writing drives the increased separability of each movement. To illustrate how increased temporal dimensionality can make movements more distinguishable, we constructed a toy model with four movements and two neurons whose activity is constrained to lie along a single dimension (Fig. 3F-G). Simply by allowing the trajectories to change in time (Fig. 3G), the nearest neighbor distance between the neural trajectories can be increased, resulting in an increase in classification accuracy when noise levels are large enough (Fig. 3H).
Figure 3. Increased temporal complexity can make movements easier to decode. (A) We analyzed the spatiotemporal patterns of neural activity corresponding to 16 handwritten characters (1 second in duration) vs. 16 handwritten straight-line movements (0.6 seconds in duration). (B) Spatiotemporal neural patterns were found by averaging over all trials for a given movement (after time-warping to align the trials in time). Neural activity was then resampled to equalize the duration of each set of movements (otherwise straight-line movements would be shorter in duration), resulting in a 192 x 100 matrix for each movement (192 electrodes and 100 time steps). (C) Pairwise Euclidean distances between neural patterns were computed for each set, revealing a larger nearest neighbor distance (but not mean distance) for characters. Each circle represents a single movement and bar heights show the mean. (D) Larger nearest neighbor distances made the characters easier to classify than straight lines. The noise is in units of standard deviations and matches the scale of the distances in C. (E) The spatial dimensionality was similar for characters and straight lines, but the temporal dimensionality was more than twice as high for characters, suggesting that more complex temporal patterning underlies the increased nearest neighbor distance and better classification performance. Error bars show the 95% CI (bootstrap percentile method). Dimensionality was defined as the participation ratio, which is approximately equal to the number of dimensions needed to explain 80% of the variance. (F, G, H) A toy example can give intuition for how increased temporal dimensionality can make neural trajectories more separable. Four neural trajectories are depicted (N1 and N2 are two hypothetical neurons whose activity is constrained to a single spatial dimension, the unity diagonal). Allowing the trajectories to vary in time by adding one bend (increasing the temporal dimensionality from 1 to 2) enables larger nearest neighbor distances (G) and better classification (H).

These results suggest that time-varying patterns of movement, such as handwritten letters, are fundamentally easier to decode than point-to-point movements, and can thus enable higher communication rates. This concept could be applied more generally to improve any BCI that enables discrete selection between a set of options (by associating these options with time-varying gestures as opposed to simple movements). Using the principle of maximizing the nearest neighbor distances between movements, it is possible to optimize a set of trajectories for ease of classification (as has been done previously to optimize target locations). We explored doing so and designed an alphabet that is theoretically easier to classify than the Latin alphabet (SFig. 4). Our results revealed one drawback of the Latin alphabet: there are large clusters of redundant letters that are written similarly (most letters begin with either a downstroke or a counter-clockwise curl).

Discussion
Commonly used BCIs for restoring communication to people who can’t move or speak are either flashing EEG spellers\(^\text{21-26}\) or 2D point-and-click computer cursor-based BCIs for selecting letters on a virtual keyboard \(^\text{27,6,7}\). EEG spellers that use visually evoked potentials have achieved speeds of 60 characters per minute \(^\text{24}\), but have important usability limitations, as they tie up the eyes, are not typically self-paced, and require panels of flashing lights on a screen that take up space and may be fatiguing. Intracortical BCIs based on 2D cursor movements give the user more freedom to look around and set their own pace of communication, but have yet to exceed 40 correct characters per minute in people\(^\text{7}\). Recently, speech-decoding BCIs have shown an exciting promise for restoring rapid communication (e.g. \(^\text{18,17,18}\)), but their accuracies and vocabularies are currently too limited for general-purpose use.

Here, we introduced a novel approach for communication BCIs – decoding a rapid, dexterous motor behavior in a person with paralysis – that, to our knowledge, set a new standard for communication rate at 90 characters per minute. We demonstrated a real-time system that is general (the user can express any sentence), easy to use (entirely self-paced and the eyes are free to move), and accurate enough to be useful in the real-world (94.5% raw accuracy and >\text{99%} with a language model capable of running in real-time). We anticipate that a handwriting decoder could be combined with a high-performance point-and-click decoder\(^\text{7}\) to enable both rapid typing and general-purpose use of computer applications. One unique advantage of our handwriting BCI is that, in theory, it does not require vision (since no feedback of the imagined pen trajectory is given to the participant, and letters appear only after they are completed). To our knowledge, it is the first high-speed BCI that has the potential to work in people with visual impairments.

To achieve high performance, we developed new decoding methods to overcome two key challenges: (1) lack of observable behavior during long sequences of self-paced training data (our participant’s hand never moved), and (2) limited amounts of training data. Our techniques adapt neural network methods from automatic speech recognition\(^\text{12-15}\) to work effectively with neural activity in data-limited regimes. These methods could be useful more generally for neurally decoding any sequential behavior that cannot be observed directly (for example, decoding speech from someone who can no longer speak).

Finally, it is important to recognize that our system is a proof-of-concept that a high-performance handwriting BCI is possible; it is not yet a complete, clinically viable system. Current limitations include a reduced character set (e.g. no capital letters), inability to delete or edit text, and a relatively long calibration process (although see SFig. 5, where we show retrospectively that good performance can still be achieved with less calibration time). To facilitate further investigation and refinement, we plan to publicly release the core dataset used here to train and evaluate our handwriting decoder upon publication in a peer-reviewed journal. This unique dataset contains >40k characters over 10 days and provides a rich testbed for developing new decoding approaches.
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Methods

Study Participant

This study includes data from one participant (identified as T5) who gave informed consent and was enrolled in the BrainGate2 Neural Interface System clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT00912041, registered June 3, 2009). This pilot clinical trial was approved under an Investigational Device Exemption (IDE) by the US Food and Drug Administration (Investigational Device Exemption #G090003). Permission was also granted by the Institutional Review Boards of Stanford University (protocol #20804). All research was performed in accordance with relevant guidelines/regulations. The BrainGate2 trial’s purpose is to collect preliminary safety information and demonstrate feasibility that an intracortical BCI can be used by people with tetraplegia for communication and control of external devices; the present manuscript results from analysis and decoding of neural activity recorded during the participants’ engagement in research that is enabled by the clinical trial but does not report clinical trial outcomes.

T5 is a right-handed man, 65 years old at the time of data collection, with a C4 AIS C spinal cord injury that occurred approximately 9 years prior to study enrollment. In August 2016, two 96 electrode intracortical arrays (Neuroport arrays with 1.5-mm electrode length, Blackrock Microsystems, Salt Lake City, UT) were placed in the hand “knob” area of T5’s left-hemisphere (dominant) precentral gyrus. Data are reported from post-implant days 994 to 1246 (Table S1). T5 retained full movement of the head and face and the ability to shrug his shoulders. Below the injury, T5 retained some very limited voluntary motion of the arms and legs that was largely restricted to the left elbow; however, some micromotions of the right hand were visible during attempted handwriting (see 10 for neurologic exam results and SVideo 4 for hand micromotions). Array placement locations registered to MRI-derived brain anatomy are shown in 10.

Neural Signal Processing

Neural signals were recorded from the microelectrode arrays using the NeuroPort™ system (Blackrock Microsystems; more details are described in 6,7,29). Neural signals were analog filtered from 0.3 Hz to 7.5 kHz and digitized at 30 kHz (250 nV resolution). Next, a common average reference filter was applied that subtracted the average signal across the array from every electrode in order to reduce common mode noise. Finally, a digital bandpass filter from 250 to 3000 Hz was applied to each electrode before threshold crossing detection.

We used multiunit threshold crossing rates as neural features for analysis and neural decoding (as opposed to spike-sorted single units). Using multiunit threshold crossings allowed us to leverage information from more electrodes, since many electrodes recorded activity from multiple neurons that could not be precisely spike-sorted into single units. Recent results indicate that neural population structure can be accurately estimated from threshold crossing rates alone 30, and that neural decoding performance is similar to using sorted units 31. For threshold crossing detection, we used a -3.5 x RMS threshold applied to each electrode, where
RMS is the electrode-specific root mean square of the voltage time series recorded on that electrode. Threshold crossing times were “binned” into 10 ms bins (for analysis) or 20 ms bins (for decoding) to estimate the threshold crossing rate in each bin (the estimated rate was equal to the number of threshold crossings divided by the bin width).

**Session Structure and Tasks**

Neural data were recorded in 3-5 hour “sessions” on scheduled days, which typically occurred 2-3 times per week. During the sessions, T5 sat upright in a wheelchair with his hand resting on his lap. A computer monitor placed in front of T5 indicated which sentence (or single character) to write and when. Data were collected in a series of 5-10 minute “blocks” consisting of an uninterrupted series of trials. In between these blocks, T5 was encouraged to rest as needed.

The software for running the experimental tasks, recording data, and implementing the real-time decoding system was developed using MATLAB and Simulink (MathWorks, Natick, MA).

**Instructed Delay Paradigm**

The data were collected across 11 sessions (Table S1 details the data collected in each session). All tasks employed an instructed delay paradigm. For the single character writing task shown in Figure 1A, the delay period duration was drawn from an exponential distribution (mean of 1.5 s); values that fell outside of the range of 2.0 – 3.0 s were re-drawn. After the delay period, the text prompt changed to “Go” and the red square (stop cue) turned green for 1 second, cueing T5 to begin attempting to write.

During sentence writing blocks, the delay period always lasted 5 seconds. During this delay period the sentence to be written was displayed, providing T5 time to read the sentence. The red stop cue then turned green, and the sentence remained displayed on the screen while T5 attempted to handwrite it letter by letter. When T5 finished writing the sentence, he turned his head to the right, which our system detected and automatically triggered the next sentence.

Head position was tracked optically with the OptiTrack V120:Trio bar (Corvallis, OR) containing three infrared cameras that tracked the position of optical markers worn on a head band.

**Decoder Evaluation**

Sentence-writing days where real-time decoding was tested (sessions 3-11) had the following structure (illustrated in SFig. 2A). First, we collected interleaved blocks of single character writing (2 blocks, 5 repetitions of each character per block) and sentence writing (5 blocks, 10 sentences per block); no decoder was active during these blocks. Then, we trained the decoder using these blocks of data (combined with data from all past sessions). Finally, we collected evaluation blocks where T5 used the decoder to copy sentences (sessions 3-9, 4 blocks per session) or freely answer questions (sessions 10-11, 3 blocks per session). Note that the reported data in Figure 2 are from sessions 5-9, since sessions 3-4 were pilot sessions devoted to exploring different decoding approaches. Session 1 was the only session where sentences were written but no real-time decoding was performed; in session 1, we collected 102
sentences plus 27 repetitions of each character written individually. These data were used for Figure 1 and to initialize the decoder for session 3.

For two of the four evaluation blocks in the copy typing sessions, we used the 7 sentences employed in 7 for a direct comparison to this prior state-of-the-art point-and-click typing BCI (SVideo 3). The other two evaluation blocks contained 10 unique sentences selected from the British National Corpus (BNC)\textsuperscript{32}. Sentences were chosen from the BNC (using the Sketch Engine tool) by first randomly selecting words from a list of the top 2,000 most common words in the BNC. Then, for each randomly chosen word, the BNC was searched for example sentences containing that word; we hand-selected examples of reasonable length (no more than 120 characters) and whose meaning was not too confusing out of context, so as not to be distracting to T5. The end result was a diverse sample of sentences from many different contexts (spoken English, fiction, non-fiction, news, etc.). Finally, we added 5 pangrams (sentences containing all 26 letters) to each session’s training data that did not appear in the BNC, in order to increase the frequency of rare letters.

To prevent the decoder from artificially increasing its performance by overfitting to specific sentences, our decoder was never evaluated on a sentence that it had been previously trained on, and every sentence was unique (except for the “direct comparison” blocks containing sentences taken from 7). We excluded these direct comparison blocks from the RNN’s training dataset, so that it could not overfit to these repeated sentences.

The two free-typing sessions (sessions 10-11) used 8 blocks of sentence-writing data for decoder training (instead of 5) and used a different set of sentences to add more realistic variability to the training data. For 3 of the 8 sentence writing blocks, we randomly added hash mark characters (#) throughout the BNC sentences, which signaled T5 to take an artificial pause from writing. For the other 5 blocks, we used short 2-4 word phrases instead of complete sentences and asked T5 to write from memory (instead of copying what was on the screen). To enforce writing from memory, we removed the phrase from the screen during the “Go” period.

**Pen Trajectory Visualization**

To make Figure 1, threshold crossing rates were first binned into 10 ms bins and smoothed by convolving with a gaussian kernel (sd = 30 ms) to remove high frequency noise. The smoothed rates were then compiled into a matrix of dimension N x TC, where N is the number of microelectrodes (192), T is the number of 10 ms time bins (200), and C is the number of characters (31). Each row contains the trial-averaged response of a single electrode to each character, in a time window from -500 ms to 1500 ms around the go cue (the 31 trial-averaged responses were concatenated together into a single vector). Principal components analysis was then applied to this matrix to find the top 3 PCs which were used to visualize the raw activity (Figure 1B).

Next, we used time-warped PCA (https://github.com/ganguli-lab/twpca)\textsuperscript{11,33} to find continuous, regularized time-warping functions that align the trials within a single movement condition.
together. We verified that these warping functions appeared close to the identity line, smoothly bending away from it after the go cue in order to account for variations in writing speed from trial to trial (as can be seen in the example shown in Figure 1B-C). We used the following time-warping parameters: 5 components, 0.001 scale warping regularization (L1), and 1.0 scale time regularization (L2).

Finally, we trained a linear decoder to readout pen tip velocity from the neural activity. The decoder computed velocity as follows:

\[ v_t = D x_t + b \]

Here, \( v_t \) is a 2 x 1 pen tip velocity vector containing X and Y velocity at time \( t \), \( D \) is a 2 x 192 decoding matrix, \( x_t \) is a 192 x 1 vector of binned threshold crossing rates, and \( b \) is a 2 x 1 offset term. Importantly, each character was held-out when decoding in a leave-one-out fashion. That is, the pen tip velocities for any given character were obtained using a decoder that was trained on all other characters, preventing the decoder from trivially overfitting and reproducing the templates used to train it.

To train the decoder, we used hand-made templates that describe each character’s pen trajectory. The character templates were made by drawing each character with a computer mouse in the same way as T5 described writing the character; these templates then defined the target velocity vector for the decoder on each time step of each trial. We used ordinary least squares regression to train the decoder to minimize the error between the template velocities and the decoded velocities (see Supplemental Methods for more details).

**t-SNE Visualization and k-nearest neighbor classifier**

For Figure 1E, we used t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE)\(^{34}\) to non-linearly reduce the dimensionality of trials of neural activity for visualization (perplexity=50). Before applying t-SNE, we smoothed the neural activity and reduced its dimensionality to 15 with PCA (using the methods described in the above section). Each trial of neural activity was thus represented by a 200 x 15 matrix (200 time bins by 15 dimensions). We applied t-SNE to these matrices using the following “time-warps” distance function:

\[ d(X,Y) = \arg\min_{\alpha \in [0.7, 1.42]} \| X - f(Y, \alpha) \|_F^2 \]

Here, \( \alpha \) is a time-warped factor, \( f \) is a warping function, and \( X \) and \( Y \) are trials of neural activity. The function \( f \) time-warps a trial of neural activity by resampling with linear interpolation by a factor of \( \alpha \). After warping, only the first \( N \) shared time bins between \( X \) and \( Y \) are used to compute the distance. The warping function serves to account for differences in writing speed across trials, so that the same pattern of neural activity occurring at a different speed is considered nearby.
To make the t-SNE plot clearer, we removed a small number of outliers from each class, which resulted in removing 3% of data points that were likely caused by lapsed attention by T5.

Outliers were defined as having a mean within-class pairwise distance that was greater than 4 median absolute deviations from average.

We also used the time-warp distance function to perform k-nearest neighbor classification (k=10), which resulted in 94.1% accuracy (compared to 88.8% accuracy with a Euclidean distance function).

**Recurrent Neural Network Decoder**

We used a two layer, gated recurrent unit RNN\textsuperscript{35} to convert T5’s neural activity into a time series of character probabilities (see SFig. 1 for a diagram). We found that a recurrent neural network decoder strongly outperformed using a simple hidden Markov model decoder (Table S4).

As a pre-processing step, threshold crossing rates were binned in 20 ms time steps, z-scored, causally smoothed by convolving with a gaussian kernel (sd = 40 ms) that was delayed by 100 ms, and concatenated into a 192 x 1 vector $x_t$. We used the following variant of the gated recurrent unit RNN that is implemented by the cuDNN library\textsuperscript{36}:

\begin{align*}
r_t &= \sigma(W_r x_t + R_h h_{t-1} + b_{W_r} + b_{R_r}) \\
u_t &= \sigma(W_u x_t + R_u h_{t-1} + b_{W_u} + b_{R_u}) \\
c_t &= \sigma_h(W_h x_t + r_t * (R_h h_{t-1} + b_{R_h}) + b_{W_h}) \\
h_t &= (1 - u_t) * c_t + u_t * h_{t-1}
\end{align*}

Here, $\sigma$ is the logistic sigmoid function, $\sigma_h$ is the hyperbolic tangent, $x_t$ is the input vector at time step $t$, $h_t$ is the hidden state vector, $r_t$ is the reset gate vector, $u_t$ is the update gate vector, $c_t$ is the candidate hidden state vector, $W$, $R$ and $b$ are parameter matrices and vectors, and * denotes the element-wise multiplication.

We used a two-layer RNN architecture (where the hidden state of the first layer was fed as input to the second layer). Importantly, the RNN was trained with an output delay. That is, the RNN was trained to predict the character probabilities from 1 second in the past; this was necessary to ensure that the RNN had enough time to process the entire character before deciding on its identity. The output probabilities were computed from the hidden state of the second layer as follows:

\begin{align*}
y_t &= \text{softmax}(W_y h_t + b_y) \\
z_t &= \sigma(W_z h_t + b_z)
\end{align*}

Here, $\sigma$ is the logistic sigmoid function, $h_t$ is the hidden state of the second layer, $W$ and $b$ are parameter matrices and vectors, $y_t$ is a vector of character probabilities (one entry for each character), and $z_t$ is a scalar probability that represents the probability of any new character.
beginning at that time step. During real-time operation, we thresholded \( z_t \) (threshold = 0.3) to decide when to emit a new character. Whenever \( z_t \) crossed the threshold, we emitted the most probable character in \( y \); 300 ms later.

We updated the second layer of our RNN decoder at a slower frequency than the first layer (every five 20 ms time steps instead of every single time step). We found that this increased the speed and reliability of training, making it easier to hold information in memory for the length of the output delay (e.g., for a 1 second delay, the slower frequency means that the top layer must hold information in memory for only 10 steps as opposed to 50).

**RNN Training**

See SFig. 2B for a diagram of the RNN training flow and Supplemental Methods for a detailed protocol. Here, we give an overview of the main steps and algorithms used. Our methods are an adaptation of neural network methods used in automatic speech recognition\(^{12,37,14,15}\), with key changes to achieve high performance on neural activity in a highly data-limited regime (1-10 hours of data, compared to 1-10k hours, e.g. \(^{38-40}\)).

**Data Labeling**

A major challenge that had to be overcome for training decoders with our data is that we don’t know what character T5 was writing at any given moment in time in the training data. There are two major approaches used to solve this problem in automatic speech recognition: forced-alignment labeling with hidden Markov Models (HMMs)\(^{41,12,15}\), or unsupervised inference with connectionist temporal classification \(^{42}\) (and other similar cost functions, e.g. \(^{43}\)). We found that forced-alignment worked better with our data, potentially because of the relatively small dataset size; it also enabled data augmentation via synthetic sentence generation (see below). In the forced-alignment method, HMMs are used to infer what character is being written at each time step, fusing knowledge of the sequence of characters that were supposed to be written with the neural activity recorded. These character labels can then be used to construct target probabilities that the RNN is trained to reproduce in a supervised manner.

To construct the data-labeling HMMs, we first processed the single character data to convert it into trial-averaged spatiotemporal “templates” of the neural activity patterns associated with each character. Next, these templates were used to define the emission probabilities of the HMMs, and the states and transition probabilities were set to express an orderly march through the sequence of characters in each sentence (SFig. 2C). We then used the Viterbi algorithm to find the most probable start time of each character given the observed neural activity. The start times of each character could then be used to construct target time series of character probabilities for the RNN to reproduce.

The vector of target character probabilities (denoted as \( y_t \) above) was constructed by setting the probability at each time step to be a one-hot representation of the most recently started character. The scalar character start probability (denoted as \( z_t \) above) was set to be equal to 1.
for a 200 ms window after each character began, and was otherwise equal to 0. The character start probability allows the decoder to distinguish repeated characters from single characters (e.g., “oo” vs. “o”).

One advantage of this strategy for representing the RNN output is that uncertainty about whether pauses are occurring between characters should not degrade performance, since the labeling routine only needs to identify when each character begins (not when it ends). Note that this representation causes the RNN to output a “sample-and-hold”-type signal, where it will continue to output the most recently started character until the next one begins.

**Supervised Training**

Once the data were labeled, we used those labels to cut out snippets of each character from the data. These snippets were then re-assembled into artificial sentences, which were added to the training data to augment it and prevent overfitting (SFig. 2E). This data augmentation step was critical for achieving high performance (SFig. 3A). Finally, with the labeled and augmented dataset, standard supervised training techniques were then employed to train the RNN. We used TensorFlow v1.15 to train the RNN with gradient descent (using Adam). To train the RNN to account for changes in the means of neural features which naturally occur over time, we added artificial perturbations to the feature means (similar to). This step was also essential to achieving high-performance (SFig. 3B).

On each new day, we re-trained the RNN to incorporate that new day’s data before doing real-time performance evaluation. The new data were combined with all previous days’ data into one large dataset while training. To account for differences in neural activity across days, we separately transformed each days’ neural activity with a linear transformation that was simultaneously optimized with the other RNN parameters. Including multiple days of data, and fitting separate input layers for each day, substantially improved performance (SFig. 3C-D).

**Language Model**

In a retrospective analysis, we used a custom, large vocabulary language model to autocorrect errors made by the decoder. Here, we give an overview of the major steps involved (see Supplemental Methods for details). The language model had two stages: (1) a 50,000-word bigram model that first processes the neural decoder’s output to generate a set of candidate sentences, and (2) a neural network to rescore these candidate sentences (OpenAI’s GPT-2, 1558M parameter version; https://github.com/openai/gpt-2). This two-step strategy is typical in speech recognition and plays to the strengths of both types of models. Although the rescoring step improved performance, we found that performance was strong with the bigram model alone (1.48% character error rate with the bigram model alone, 0.89% with rescoring).

The bigram model was created with Kaldi using samples of text provided by OpenAI (250k samples from WebText, https://github.com/openai/gpt-2-output-dataset). These samples were first processed to make all text lower case and to remove all punctuation that was not part of
our limited character set (consisting only of periods, question marks, commas, apostrophes, and spaces). Then, we used the Kaldi toolkit to construct a bigram language model, using the 50,000 most common words appearing the WebText sample, in the form of a finite-state transducer which could be used to translate the RNN probabilities into candidate sentences.

**Performance Metrics**

Character error rate was defined as the edit distance between the decoded sentence and the prompt (i.e., the number of insertions, deletions or substitutions required to make the strings of characters match exactly). Similarly, word error rate was the edit distance defined over sequences of “words” (strings of characters separated by spaces; punctuation was included as part of the word it appeared next to). For the free typing sessions, the intended sentence was determined by discussing with the participant his intended meaning.

Characters per minute was defined as \( 60(E - S)/N \), where \( N \) was the number of characters in the target sentence, \( E \) was the end time and \( S \) was the start time (in seconds). For copy typing, \( S \) was the time of the go cue and \( E \) was the time of the last decoded character. Rarely, T5 had lapses of attention and did not respond to the go cue until many seconds later; we thus capped his reaction time (the time between the go cue and the first decoded character) to no more than 2 seconds. For the free typing sessions, we defined \( S \) as the time of the first decoded character (instead of the go cue), since T5 often took substantial time after the go cue to formulate his response to the prompt.

We removed a small number of trials with incomplete data (5%); this occurred during the copy typing sessions when T5 accidentally triggered the next sentence by moving his head too far to the right before he had finished typing the sentence (our system triggered the next sentence upon detection of a rightward head turn). During free typing, we removed one sentence where T5 could not think of a response and wanted to skip the question.

To estimate the able-bodied smartphone typing rate of people in T5’s age group (115 characters per minute, as mentioned in the Summary), we used the publicly available data from. We took the median over all participants greater than 60 years old (T5 was 65 at the time of data collection).

**Estimating the Time Between Character Completion and On-Screen Appearance**

We estimate that characters were emitted between 0.4-0.7 seconds after T5 completed them. Our logic is as follows. When T5 begins attempting to write a new character, our decoder takes 1 second to recognize this (as it is trained with 1 second delay). Thus, it will emit a new character start signal \((z_t)\) approximately 1 second after the character begins. Adding an additional 0.1 seconds for the causal gaussian smoothing delay and 0.3 seconds to emit the character after \(z_t\) crosses threshold yields a 1.4 second delay between when the character is started and when it appears on the screen. This means the character will appear on the screen ~ 1.4 – \(X\) seconds after T5 completes it, where \(X\) is the time taken to write the letter. For a 90
characters per minute typing rate, characters take on average $60/90 = 0.66$ seconds to write, thus yielding a $1.4 - 0.66 = 0.74$ second delay. For slower typing rates (e.g., 60 characters per minute), the delay is shorter (~0.4 seconds).

**Temporal Complexity Increases Decodability**

Pairwise Neural Distances

The characters dataset analyzed in Figure 3 is the same as that shown in Figure 1 (session 1). The straight-lines dataset was collected on a separate session (session 2; see Table S1), where T5 attempted to handwrite straight-line strokes in an instructed delay paradigm identical to what was used for writing single characters (except instead of a text cue, a line appeared on the screen to indicate the direction of the stroke).

To compute the pairwise distances reported in Figure 3C, the threshold crossing rates were first binned into 10 ms bins and smoothed by convolving with a Gaussian kernel (30 sd). Then, neural activity within a 0 to 1000 ms window after the go cue (for characters) or 0 to 600 ms (for lines) was time-aligned across trials using the time-warping methods described above (for Figure 1). These time windows were chosen by visual inspection of when the neural activity stopped modulating. The time-aligned data were then trial-averaged and re-sampled to 100 time points (using linear interpolation) to generate a set of mean spatiotemporal neural activity matrices (of dimension 192 electrodes x 100 time steps).

Pairwise distances were defined as the Euclidean norm (square root of the sum of squared entries) of the difference matrix obtained by subtracting one spatiotemporal neural matrix from another. Pairwise distances were estimated using cross-validation, according to the methods in [10](https://github.com/fwillett/cvVectorStats); without cross-validation, noise would inflate the distances and make them all appear larger than they are. Pairwise distances for simulated data (Figure 3F-G and SFig. 4) were computed without cross-validation (because there was no estimation noise).

We normalized the pairwise distances reported in Figure 3C by the number of time steps included in the analysis and the number of electrodes by dividing by $\sqrt{NT}$, where N is the number of electrodes (192) and T is the number of time steps (100). This makes the distances roughly invariant to the number of time steps and electrodes; for example, if each electrode fires at 150 Hz for condition A and 50 Hz for condition B, then the distance between B and A is $\sqrt{150NT - 50NT} = 10\sqrt{NT}$.

Neural and Temporal Dimensionality

Dimensionality, as computed in Figure 3E, was estimated using the “participation ratio” [19], which is a continuous metric that quantifies how evenly-sized the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix are. It is roughly equivalent to the number of dimensions needed to explain 80% of the variance in the data.
To compute the neural dimensionality, the smoothed, time-warped, and trial-averaged neural activity was arranged into a matrix $X$ of dimensionality $N \times TC$, where $N$ is the number of electrodes (192), $T$ is the number of time steps (100), and $C$ is the number of movement conditions (31). Each row is the trial-averaged response of a single electrode to each movement condition concatenated together. The eigenvalues $u_i$ of the covariance matrix $XX^T$ were then used to compute the participation ratio:

$$PR = \frac{\left(\sum_i u_i\right)^2}{\sum_i u_i^2}$$

Similarly, to compute the temporal dimensionality, the neural activity was arranged into a matrix $X$ of dimensionality $T \times NC$, where each row contains the trial-averaged response of all neurons across all conditions concatenated together for a single time step (and each column is a neural response for a single condition). Roughly, the temporal dimensionality quantifies how many $T$-dimensional neural response basis vectors are needed to explain 80% of the variance of all of the neural responses (PSTHs).

To reduce bias, we used cross-validation to estimate the covariance matrix (otherwise, the presence of estimation noise would artificially inflate the dimensionality). Specifically, we split the trials into two folds, and computed the $X$ matrix separately for each fold (yielding $X_1$ and $X_2$). The covariance matrix was then estimated as $X_1X_2^T$. To compute confidence intervals, we used the jackknife method (see our prior work [10] https://github.com/fwillett/cvVectorStats).

### Simulated Classification Accuracy

To simulate classification accuracy for the lines and characters as a function of neural noise (Figure 3D), we used the cross-validated pairwise distances between all conditions. This ensures that accuracy is not inflated by overestimating the distances between conditions. We used classic multidimensional scaling to find a set of low-dimensional points that have the same pairwise distances; these are low-dimensional representations of the neural activity patterns associated with each movement class. Then, we simulated a trial of classification with these points by first picking a point at random (the true class), and then adding Gaussian white noise to this point in the low-dimensional space (to generate the observation). Classification was correct if the observation lay closest to the true point. This simulates a simple classifier that chooses which class an observation belongs to by choosing the class with the nearest mean (this corresponds to a maximum likelihood classifier in the case of spherical Gaussian noise).

When dealing with simulated data (Figure 3F-G or SFig. 4), no multidimensional scaling was needed since no estimation noise was present. Thus, we performed the simulated classification on the true neural patterns themselves.
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